
From: Karthik Navayan
To: Sandeep Chachra; Vijay Naugain
Cc: Navayan@gmail.com; tonavayan@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Please do social justice. Upgrade my position to Programme Officer
Date: 28 May 2013 12:15:00
Attachments: Fwd Some issues to your notice.msg

Fwd Some issues to your notice.msg

Dear Sandeep and Vijay, good afternoon!
 
I thank you for your kind reply, I am sorry for bothering you with repeated letters. This
is my 3rd letter in continuation of earlier 2 letters with the same issues which i have
been raising with regards to my appointment
 

1.    This is humble request to you to please direct the HR to upgrade my position to
the Programme Officer from Field officer, as it is advertised as programme
officer and i was given the job description of the same as PO.
 

2.    I have applied, interviewed and was selected, for a position advertised as
Programme Officer by ActionAid, in Hyderabad Region in April 2012. But the
Regional Manager Mr Raghu degraded the position to Field officer.  I wrote full
details in the letter which i sent to you on 26th Jan 2013.
 

3.    I am working as field officer and drawing the field officer salary, even though I
was given the job description of programme officer. The salary is less than PO,
but the responsibilities are the same.
 

4.    I requested Raghu for the upgradation of my position from field officer to
programme officer. When i received mail from Vijay Naugain regarding
upgradation of FO to PO.  He said that he will peruse it with Country office after
the completion of probation of 6 months.
 

5.    I also raised this issue in the HR Group (Koodam) in programme policy
workshop in Jimcorbett. Manas Ranjan, Navin Narayana, Arvind Kumar,
Anthony, Itishree, myself are the members of HR Group.  After hearing me,
Manas told that downgrading PO position to FO is a mistake, the people
who downgraded should accept the mistake and rectify it. And Navin also
told that it is discrimination.
 

6.    Again i asked him for the up gradation after completion of my probation. And all
the colleagues in the Hyderabad region, Indira, Bharath, Kalpana, Rajasekhar
and Vara Prasad has written to the country office to upgrade my position
to Programme Officer. But this time Raghu, started saying that there is no
provision for the up gradation according to the HR policy of ActionAid. My
question is how can there  be a provision for the degradation of a position
when there is no provision for up gradation?
 

7.    Explaining all the discriminations that i faced in Hyderabad by Raghu and Indira,
I wrote a letter to you. For which you replied immediately, Raghu spoke to me
and said that PO position will be advertised, you can apply and get in, as
you are already working here. But that was proved to be an untrue assurance.
 

8.    Instead of upgrading my position, the PO position was advertised and I attended
the interview. Why was I asked to appear for the interview again? I had already
gone through the process? I was interviewed by Ms Sagari Ramdoss, who was
present in my previous interview also and Raghu, Indira and Anthony. Raghu
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Karthik Navayan <Karthik.Navayan@actionaid.org>
Date: Sat, Jan 26, 2013 at 12:25 PM
Subject: Some issues to your notice
To: Sandeep Chachra <Sandeep.Chachra@actionaid.org>, Senior Management team of India <SeniorManagementteamofIndia2@actionaid.org>
Cc: "navayan@gmail.com" <navayan@gmail.com>








Dear Sandeep and Senior management team,





 





I would like to bring some of the issues that i faced in ActionAid – Hyderabad to your kind notice. Please go through attached file. 





 





Regards





 





Karthik Navayan





 














-- 



B.Karthik Navayan, 


http://karthiknavayan.wordpress.com/









To Sandeep and Senior Management Team.pdf

To Sandeep and Senior Management Team.pdf




Dear Sandeep and senior management team,



With great disappointment and heart burn, I sent a mail to our RM proposing my resignation to my 
position in Action Aid ‘field officer’ on 21st January 2013. In the resignation letter I had just 
mentioned that due to personal reasons I am leaving the organisation, expecting that the RM would 
call me to know the reasons as part of exit process. Surprisingly Mr. Raghu just wrote a line asking 
whether I would reconsider my decision or firm. 



I have faced several bitter experiences in ActionAid, which are against the spirit of human rights and 
Action Aid values. And this is not a complaint against anybody in deed but an open sharing to draw 
the attention of you and the SMT members so that such actions and behaviours shall be dealt with 
at least to protect the image and values to which Action Aid, stands for and upholds.



1. I was interviewed for programme officer, as advertised. But I was recruited as field officer 
with duties and responsibilities of a programme officer.  



In February 2012, Programme officer position was advertised I had applied for the same;
subsequently I was short listed and interviewed. After the interview when Raghu called me over 
phone and said that I have been offered field officer position against the Program officer position, 
considering my experience (explained the reason for appointing me as field officer that I do not have
the necessary experience in handling partners in the organisations I worked earlier. It may be true 
when compared with the work in Action Aid. But I would like all of you to note that, I handled 2 
partners in Save the Children and 3 partners in 3 states when I was with National Dalit Forum).



I believed him as Mr. Raghu is known to me for quite some time as a member of Human Rights 
Forum (HRF is founded by late Balagopal) also felt he has done a favour to me by offering me a 
suitable position in par with my experience. After joining AA, when I came to know that there is no 
field officer position in AA Organisational Chart I am astonished. Still believed Raghu and considered 
this as an opportunity to prove myself while in probation period. 



Respecting Raghu’s explanation and also respecting the work that Action Aid is doing for the 
marginalised sections of society, I accepted to join as field officer, even though I was programme 
officer in my previous organisation, with a hope of up gradation, to the position I was interviewed 
for.



In addition to my professional experience, I am a human rights activist, lawyer and writer and was 
instrumental in organising various human rights campaigns in Andhra Pradesh on several issues
concerning Dalit students, Child labour, Land rights, Caste-atrocities and Police excesses. I have also 
authored two books on the above issues, besides conducting and participated in, a number of fact 
finding missions’ on violations of human rights as a member and General Secretary of Human Rights 
Forum of Hyderabad City Unit.



As a Dalit, I am actively associated with the Dalit Movement in Andhra Pradesh including Special 
Component plan campaign.  I had rewritten a book, my third in Telugu , titled ‘Ready Reckoner for 
Activists on Special Component Plan and Tribal Sub Plan’ and wrote several articles in the Telugu 
vernacular press on contemporary issues affecting Dalits. And as recognition of my work on the 
suicides of Dalit students in higher education, the British Council and Open society foundation has 
invited me to participate in international youth policy symposium held in London on 16th to 8th May 











2011. I participated in the symposium and actively involved in the sub group on inclusion and given 
inputs 



I am a quick learner; I have learned the working systems of Action Aid and managing One DA/LRP 
that is ASDS which is working on the Rights and entitlements of Tribals in Khammam district. I have 
initiated an NF project in partnership with an organisation, DREAM, to work on the health and 
education rights of Tribal children in Adilabad District, the most backward district in the Telangana 
region. I am the focal person for Peace and Justice and Democratization Hubs in APRO within our 
organisation. I am also looking after the internal IPAP fellowship project. Also facilitated the AP 
campaign on the proposed amendments for the SC ST PO Act through NF support to Dalit Stree 
Shakti 



I also documented the work of ARD (Association for Rural Development), Partner of Action Aid AP, in 
the form of a report titled ‘On Yanadis, Committed Activism and a Successful Land Struggle’ which 
was published in our MITR – HR News letter of Action Aid. 



Action aid stands for social justice and having affirmative policy, while recruiting, candidates belongs 
to SC ST Communities will be given preference. Being a Scheduled Caste, hailing from Adilabad
district of Telangana I had lot of hopes that I will get up gradation after my probation period, but 
disappointed.



In the person power mapping shared by Vijay Naugain, in AP Region, it was mentioned that (I) 1 PO 
[FO has already been recruited - in future this position may be upgraded to PO]. My probation 
period completed on October 15th 2012 I also wrote personal mails to Raghu and Indira, requesting 
them for my up gradation, but they have not considered my up gradation.



When I was at our country office for induction, I also interacted with Vijay Naugain and Sehjo Singh 
and requested them for up gradation of my position. They told that it is possible, only if Raghu 
proposes. I also tried to meet you, but could not as you are busy with many tasks and attending 
meeting on these days. 



It was Raghu’s decision to make me field officer, for a position which was advertised for programme 
officer. And it was cleared in a Video conference with Sehjo. Raghu asked in VC that another PO 
position is needed in AP region. Immediately Sehjo asked “why you asked for field officer, while 
recruiting Karthik?” I and Rajasekhar were sitting in the video conference along with Raghu. Raghu 
responded that making me field officer was “region’s decision” what “region decision” is? I 
interacted with other colleagues whether they know that I was recruited as field officer? None of 
them are aware of this change from programme office to field officer.



I strongly feel that this is discrimination and atrocity committed by Raghu having prejudices on my 
capacities, just because of my social background; just because of I am a dalit. 



2. I was asked to switch off the AC and sit in another colleagues room



In the hot summer of May, I was sitting and working in my room, Raghu came and asked me “can 
you switch off the AC and sit in another room where AC is on”. At the same of Bharath and 
Rajasekhar also working in their rooms alone, if saving electricity is the criteria. He should have 
asked the other colleagues who are sitting alone in their rooms to move in to in one room.  Why only 











I have to move to other colleague’s rooms in between work? Is this not ill-treatment? and
domination of vulnerable.



3. The senior Programme Officers, Rajasekhar and Kalpana asked to hire consultants for 
preparation of Perspective documents. And I was asked to prepare in on my own, 
immediately after 2 months of my joining. I considered it as a learning opportunity in the 
beginning of the work but….



The perspective documents of all partners were completed by the outside consultants. But I was 
forced to work on the PD document of ASDS with inconsistent feed backs. Initially, Indira, 
programme manager told that she will prepare the PD document while her Stay in USA. But she did 
not do anything and asked me to prepare the document. Since I am new to ActionAid and also to the
ASDS, it took time for me to prepare. After two feedbacks from Indira, Raghu also gave his feedback 
suggested for language correction of the document. After completion of language corrections from 
outside consultant, I shared with Raghu and Indira. And this time Indira gave her feedback with 29
comments, which are contrary to her own structure of the PD document, which she was given to me 
at the initial stage. This is just to harass me, and reflection of my feedback on her work, in which I 
suggested her to improve her way of communication. She took it negatively and was reflected in her 
feedback on Perspective document.



4. I was not nominated to the workshop on PRA methods, but Kalpana was nominated even 
though she did not expressed her interest to participate 



Recently Aarathi asked regions to nominate persons for the workshop in Lucknow on PRA 
methodologies. From AP Region, Indira, Bharath and I expressed interest to participate. But while 
writing to Aarathi, Raghu proposed Indira, Bharath and Kalpana. Though Kalpana did not write any 
mail expressing her interest but her name was proposed. I also wrote the same thing to Raghu that it 
is not Kalpana but me (Karthik) and requested him to propose my name, but there is no reply from 
him. It is a planned exclusion and avoiding people and I am deprived of enhancing my skills.  



5. I was asked to get down from the office vehicle and go by auto/ bus



On 17th January 2013, I and Indira went to one of our partner Shaheen for ARRP. In the morning 
Indira came to English and foreign languages university where I stay to pick up me. In the evening 
when I asked driver Janareddy to drop me at my place, Indira said that it is not the root and she 
asked me to get down from the vehicle and told me to go by auto or bus.  I got down from the 
vehicle and went by auto after wasting my valuable time for searching auto. 



Actually the short root from old city to Secunderabad is towards Kacheguda, Vidyanagar, Tarnaka, 
Secunderabad and kharkana. So I asked the same thing our driver Janareddy, why he has chosen 
other root, which is heavy traffic and long root from MJ Market, Begum Pet? He told that Indira 
wants to do shopping in begum pet and want to buy chairs, so that she ordered our driver to go in 
that direction and ordered me to get down from the vehicle. What kind of development perspective 
is this? If she could have asked me that she wants to go for shopping, I would have decided whether 
go by office vehicle or auto. Instead she insulted me before driver and another outside consultant in
the vehicle.  I called Varaprasad and Vijay immediately and informed the same to them. 











In light of the above reasons, I felt that it is difficult for a person like me who is hard working, keen to 
learn, with organisational obedience, however with tremendous self respect and self esteem, 
working for human rights to continue to work in these circumstances and offered my resignation. 



I feel, I am excluded and discriminated in Action Aid. I am sure there may be several persons to 
support Raghu and others of their ignorance but the deed is done. While concluding I like to mention 
that it is the feeling of the discriminated shall be counted rather than the explanation of the 
discriminator of his or her deeds.



Regards



Karthik Navayan
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this mail is missing from my official mail id




---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Sandeep Chachra <Sandeep.Chachra@actionaid.org>
Date: Sat, Jan 26, 2013 at 12:50 PM
Subject: Re: Some issues to your notice
To: Karthik Navayan <Karthik.Navayan@actionaid.org>, Senior Management team of India <SeniorManagementteamofIndia2@actionaid.org>
Cc: "navayan@gmail.com" <navayan@gmail.com>


Dear karthik,

Greets from bhubaneshwar.

I went through your letter and have noted its contents and your grievances outlined in it.

I will ask our oe and hrdepartment to look into these and act in accordance with our policies asap

Warm regards

Sandeep
---
Sandeep Chachra
Executive Director, ActionAid India
R-7, Hauz Khas Enclave,
New Delhi - 110 016
________________________________
From: Karthik Navayan <Karthik.Navayan@actionaid.org>
Date: Sat, 26 Jan 2013 06:55:31 +0000
To: Sandeep Chachra<Sandeep.Chachra@actionaid.org>; Senior Management team of India<SeniorManagementteamofIndia2@actionaid.org>
Cc: navayan@gmail.com<navayan@gmail.com>
Subject: Some issues to your notice






Dear Sandeep and Senior management team,

I would like to bring some of the issues that i faced in ActionAid ? Hyderabad to your kind notice. Please go through attached file.

Regards

Karthik Navayan














-- 



B.Karthik Navayan, 


http://karthiknavayan.wordpress.com/











and Indira both have taken my complaints against them professionally made, at
a personal level and are extremely biased in their entire attitude towards me. I
do not ever expect justice from them. I came to know that HR is doing reference
check for other candidates who attended the interview along with me.
Explaining all this i wrote another letter you on 19th May 2013 for which
you and Vijay replied.
 

9.    Now I Request you to please upgrade my position to Programme Officer, for
which I was interviewed and selected instead asking me of going through
another interview.  I am being interviewed again and again for the same
position.
 

10.  In other regions like Lucknow, Chennai and Patna, those who have joined
as programme officers have now got extension of their contract for 3
years. But I was called for an interview for the same post and allegedly rejected
simply because I was questioning the injustice done to me by Raghu.
 

11.  I am appealing to you for justice. Hoping to hear a positive reply from you I
have attached my first letter to this mail for your quick reference

Regards
Karthik Navayan 

 
 

From: Vijay Naugain 
Sent: 23 May 2013 12:06
To: Sandeep Chachra; Karthik Navayan
Cc: Navayan@gmail.com; tonavayan@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Please do social justice.
 
Dear Sandeep ji
 
Many thanks for marking me in the mail from Karthik
 
Dear Karthik
 
This is to acknowledge your mail. As advised by ED, we will look into the queries you have raised
and revert with details shortly.
 
Warmly
Vijay
 
 

From: Sandeep Chachra 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 11:41 AM
To: Karthik Navayan
Cc: Navayan@gmail.com; tonavayan@gmail.com; Vijay Naugain
Subject: Re: Please do social justice.
 
Dear Karthik
 
Greets
 
Thanks for sharing your concerns about your contract, interview and email
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Based on your letter, ive already asked HR to look into the issues raised by you. They shall study your
concerns and revert once they have done so.
 
 
Warm regards
 
Sandeep
 

From: Karthik Navayan <Karthik.Navayan@actionaid.org>
Date: Sat, 18 May 2013 22:45:09 +0530
To: Sandeep Chachra <Sandeep.Chachra@actionaid.org>
Cc: "Navayan@gmail.com" <Navayan@gmail.com>, "tonavayan@gmail.com"
<tonavayan@gmail.com>
Subject: Please do social justice.
 
Dear Sandeep, good evening!
 
This is to share some of my feeling of insecurity that is bothering me, my contract with ActionAid

ended on 15th may 2013 as a  field officer  in Hyderabad region, on 16th May  I attended office
and spoke to Raghu, my line manager and regional manager of Hyderabad office, with regard to
my contract.  I  am  feeling  that  I  will  be  selected  for  the  programme  officer  as  I  am already
working as field officer in Hyderabad region and have understood the way ActionAid works, like
the LRP cycle and work of Two Hubs (i am focal person for P&J and Democratisation). And also I
asked him about my selection for the position of programme officer which i attended interview

on 8th May 2013.
 
Raghu  told me  that  the  results of PO position will be announced  in 2, 3 days, for this time he
asked  me  to  attend  the  office  as  it  is.  He  also  said  that  it  is  not  a problem only HR is busy.
According  to  Raghu’s  advice  i  am  attending  office  and  attending  the  works even though

technically  I  am  not  the  staff  of ActionAid from 16th  May  2013.  I  also  attended the medical

check-up provided for ActionAid Staff on 17th May – 2013
 
This is not to influence the decision, but I am insecure that Raghu and Indira may not select me

for the position of PO for which i have attended interview on 8th May and I came to know that
HR  is  doing  reference  checks  of  one  candidate  who  attended  the interview.I am feeling that
everything is set to send me out of ActionAid just because i am questioning the injustice done to
me at the time of my appointment, making me field officer after I was interviewed and selected
as programme officer in the May of 2012.
 
After i was appointed as field officer, i have requested Raghu for the up gradation to Programme
Officer.  He  said  that  he  will  pursue  it  with  HR  after  completion  of  my probation. I have

completed  my  probation  on October 15th  2012.  That  time  all  of  us  were  in the programme
policy training in Jimcorbett. After my probation  I  requested Raghu  for the up gradation of my
position  to  programme  officer,  and  then  he  started  saying  that  there  is  no  provision for up
gradation  in  ActionAid  HR  policy.  I  felt  it  is  ridiculous  that  how  there  will be a provision for
degradation of any position  (programme officer  to  field officer) when there is no provision for
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upgradation.
 
Raising all  the  issues  i faced in ActionAid,  i wrote a  letter  to you and SMT, for which you have
responded  immediately  and  asked  our  HR  to  look  in  to  the  issues.  Raghu and Vijay Naugain
spoke to me about it and I withdrew my resignation, but the issues that i raised are still pending.
Meanwhile the PO Position was advertised and I attended the interview, in the interview panel
Sagari Ramdoss, who was also the panel member for my previous interview was present. I think I
performed well in my interview. Raghu and Indira were also sitting in the panel but they did not
ask any questions saying that they are already working with me. Antony from HR also sat in the
panel and asked me about the issues that I had raised against Raghu and Indira; i told him that
they are different; I would not like to bring them in the interview.
 
And another thing that i want to bring to your kind notice is that my official mail was accessed
by  someone  and  they  have  deleted  all  the  important  mails  from  my  mailbox. Actually my
password was also changed and  i was unable  to  login  to my mail  in February  first week and i
approached Vara Prasad  for help, he  requested   Vipin,   our IT unit, who checked it and helped
me  to  login  into  my  official  mails.  By  this  time  the  letter  which  i wrote to you and SMT was
deleted  and  my  other  mails  which  i  wrote  to  Raghu  and  Indira  requesting  them  for  my up
gradation were also deleted. But i am having these mails in my personal mail, i have marked a cc
to it.
 
In view of all these circumstances, i feel that Raghu and Indira have taken my letter as a personal
affront and they have decided not to select me for the position of Programme Officer. The way I
am  being  treated  in  ActionAid  is  hurting  me,  where  ActionAid  stands  for  the rights of the
marginalised and poor, it is a heavy painful thing for a dalit to face this kind of treatment in an
organisation like ActionAid. 
 
Though loosing employment may affect a lot as I am the main bread winner of my entire family.
I am ready to leave, if ActionAid is not comfortable with my work and values in which i believe
and practice. I am for equality and non discrimination. I am approaching you to help. Please do
social justice.
 
Regards
 
Karthik Navayan
 
"Tribal life is not in fact perfect, idyllic, noble, or wonderful, but wherever it’s found
intact, it’s found to be working well” -  (Daniel Quinn, Beyond Civilization, p. 61). 
 


